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and Kenney’s analysis extends more familiar theo‐
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retical takes on imprisonment to consider the po‐
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Ireland, Dance in Chains examines the develop‐

er that is compelling but never absolute. The
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and one that contributes to a larger understanding

site of both enabling oppositional politics and of

of the dynamics of political imprisonment, and

subjugation. Kenney posits, in this regard, “Where‐

mass politics in general, in and outside Poland.

as the regime, through prison, seeks to assert con‐

One of Kenney’s main arguments is that the
political prisoner is a decidedly modern phenome‐
non. Unlike previous “imprisoned politicals,” to
use Kenney’s phrasing, political prisoners emerged
in the latter half of the nineteenth century as part
of the advent of collective politics. Incarceration,

trol, deny agency, and erase even the possibility of
redemption or transformation during or after in‐
carceration, political prisoners ultimately over‐
turn this with their own narratives; this is the pow‐
er of political imprisonment” (p. 6).
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Important for Kenney is the selection of sites

rights institutions, and here Amnesty Internation‐

that reach beyond specific regimes to include

al takes center stage. This change fomented new

broader swaths of time, and he accordingly orga‐

connections between the political prisoner and

nizes chapters around thematic

phenomena

communities of support and advocacy, particular‐

rather than lock-step chronology, though he also

ly in the 1970s and 1980s. The final chapters detail

emphasizes in significant ways—for instance, in

the politics of the prison cell at different levels,

his discussions of the use of torture—that political
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ers employ to subvert state authority to the desta‐

on aspects of communication and experience, he
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arguably is not interested in examining ideological

What emerges from Dance in Chains is thus a

similarities and differences across regimes as

clearer picture of the prison system as a political

much as in addressing the dynamics of control at

institution, as well as a growing recognition that
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of imprisonment, in other words, helps us gain a
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larger understanding of state power and its mech‐

tions to be sure, but the study’s strength lies in the

anisms. Lest we have the impulse to distance our‐
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power.

nialism in India, or Nazi occupation in Poland—
which is nonetheless key to Kenney’s ability to lo‐
cate archival sources, he bookends the study with
an epilogue on political imprisonment at Guan‐
tanamo Bay.
Chapter 1 situates the history of political im‐
prisonment as one in which the articulation of op‐
positional politics became central to the experi‐
ence of incarceration. If in the past politics were
disconnected from the prison yard, Kenney argues
that the late nineteenth century witnessed the
emergence of collective politics inside the institu‐
tion that paradoxically enabled prisoners to clari‐
fy and promote their causes. Chapters 2, 3, and 4
introduce readers to the dance—how state actors
seek to dehumanize inmates and institute chaos
and confusion and, conversely, how inmates de‐
velop communication methods and learn a partic‐
ular political toolkit in response to their experi‐
ences. In so doing, Kenney shifts the axis of discus‐
sion from repression and resistance to one of
knowledge production, communication, and refin‐
ing of the cause. Chapter 5 traces the development
of political imprisonment from a global vantage
by examining the networks at the heart of human
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